FIBRECON NOW DISTRIBUTING YANMAR PRODUCTS IN PERU

Yanmar America, Marine Engine Division, has chosen Fibrecon Marine of Peru as its newest distributor for commercial and recreational applications. Fibrecon has dealers throughout Peru involved in commercial fishing, pleasure craft, material and passenger transport, tourist ferries and oil rig support markets.

A relatively new company, Fibrecon is headed by general manager Hector Zegarra. He is a mechanical engineer with nearly 20 years of experience with marine and industrial engine manufacturers. Fibrecon’s sales manager Pablo Gomez has worked for marine engine companies for 30 years.

"We at Yanmar look forward to working with the Fibrecon team. Hector and Pablo are highly respected in the field and have an important customer base," said Tom Watson, Yanmar America’s marine division manager. "Besides having great technical knowledge and marine business experience, they’re strong believers in a dealer structure with service mechanics, including parts and engine stock."

Contact Yanmar America, Marine Engine Division, 101 International Parkway, Adairsville, GA 30103. 770-877-9894. marketing@yanmar.com.